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Abstract
As organisations are becoming increasingly complex from a cultural perspective, it is important to understand
how practitioners manage the differences that arise when working with peers who engage in different cultural
(national cultural, professional, functional) spheres. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to practice-based
research on knowledge sharing by using a discourse analytic lens which exposes the link between the
knowledge (sharing) practices of boundary spanners at cultural interfaces and its immediate power effects for
the subjects involved. Drawing on the results of a qualitative study, the paper examines how a community of inhouse consultants in a global insurance firm shifts from translating to transformational knowledge sharing
practices depending on the power relations that link them to their audiences. The study’s findings highlight: (1)
the political nature of boundary spanners’ knowledge sharing practices, (2) the power effects for the subjects
involved and (3) the relational character of communities of practice. The study suggests that knowledge (sharing)
practices are not neutral but have power implications that need to be considered in cross-cultural boundary work
if participants want to achieve more meaningful forms of mutual engagement.

Introduction
As Olsson (2014) has noted, traditional modernist views of the role of information and
knowledge in cosmopolitan civil society are increasingly being challenged, making way for
more practice-based, situated forms of exploration that recognise their socially constructed
nature. From a research perspective, this requires an intent to understand ‘a lived
cosmopolitanism, which sees individuals of different cultures routinely negotiating across
difference in order to coexist within a shared social space’ (Onyx et al. 2011, p. 50). These
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negotiations occur at the interfaces of multiple cultures such as national culture,
organisational culture, professional culture and/or functional culture (Sackmann 1997;
Sackmann & Phillips 2004; Saunders et al. 2010), involving complex cross-community
boundary spanning situations where different knowledge(s), values and beliefs come into
contact. Cross-cultural research increasingly recognises that such boundary work does not
occur in a power vacuum, but rather transports, reinforces and/or transforms power relations
that need to be considered if we are to better understand the nature of collaboration in a
globalised world (Primecz, Romani & Sackmann 2011). However, the link between power
and knowledge (sharing) practices in bridging such ‘cultural spheres’ (Schneider & Barsoux
2004) is not yet well understood (Hislop 2013).

This paper draws from the insights of a qualitative private sector study on organisational
boundary spanners to provide a more comprehensive understanding of power effects in
relation to knowledge sharing. The paper seeks to address the following research question:
How are the knowledge (sharing) practices of boundary spanners at cultural interfaces
connected to relations of power? In addressing this question, the paper offers insight into the
knowledge sharing relationships between (1) Australian head office and Pacific Island staff (a
cultural interface rarely explored in the knowledge management and cross-cultural
communication literature, as well as (2) between Human Resources practitioners and line
managers in various Australian business units. The paper contributes to the practice-based
literature on knowledge sharing by using a discourse analytic lens which exposes the link
between knowledge (sharing) practices and its immediate power effects for the subjects
involved. It is argued that, rather than taking the cultural unity of organisations for granted,
attention should be paid to the ways in which the knowledge practices of boundary spanners
bring about a particular fabric of interdependencies between communities, discursive
positions, and practices. The paper’s findings highlight how boundary work involves the
translation and/or transformation of knowledge at cultural interfaces.

While the notion of boundary spanning has its roots in corporate sector research (Aldrich &
Herker 1997; Ancona & Caldwell 1992) the topic has been recognised as equally central to
collaboration within and across third sector organisations (Isbell 2012; Leung 2013), thus the
paper will discuss implications beyond its immediate locus of study. Following this
introduction, the second section outlines the practice-based conceptual framework on
knowledge sharing across multiple cultures (Sackmann 1997) or ‘spheres’ (Schneider &
2
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Barsoux 2004). The third section outlines the methodology of the study and presents its
empirical findings. The fourth and fifth sections provide a discussion and conclusion.

Conceptual Framework
In recent years, the practice-based turn in the wider social sciences (Schatzki, Knorr-Cetina &
von Savigny 2001), practice-based studies in organisation studies (Gherardi 2000; Nicolini,
Gherardi & Yanow 2003), and the ‘information practices’ discourse in information studies
(Savolainen 2007) have promoted a shift in perspective towards analysing workplace
knowledge sharing not in functionalist-structural terms but by paying attention to the fluid
social relations among practitioners that emerge from an engagement within and across
shared domains of practice.

Conventional approaches conceptualise knowledge sharing and learning as the transfer of
knowledge from a sending to a receiving person. They are rooted in the classic information
transmission model, which views communication primarily as a mechanical process, in which
a message is first constructed and encoded by a sender, then transmitted through a channel,
and finally received and decoded by a receiver (Shannon & Weaver 1949). Ever since the
interpretive turn of the 1980s, this mechanistic view of communication has been increasingly
criticised for conceptualising knowledge/information as a thing, which is first ‘possessed by a
sender and then dumped into the heads of receivers as though they were empty buckets’
(Foreman-Wernet 2003, p. 5).

Applying a practice-based perspective to knowledge sharing means recognising that the
activities which make up a social practice are only the ‘tip of the iceberg’. Those activities
‘emerge and become visible because lying beneath them is a mass of practical knowledge and
discursive (material-semiotic) practices that justify practices as morally and aesthetically
acceptable (Gherardi 2009, p. 123). Thus, from a practice-based perspective, knowledge
sharing is not simply a matter of asking what, when, where and how knowledge is exchanged,
but also of understanding what (and whose) knowledge is deemed legitimate in particular
(organisational, professional, national cultural) domains of practice. What is accepted as
‘good’ practice is the outcome of negotiations about the authority of particular knowledge
claims (Foucault 1980).
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Community of practice (CoP) theory challenges the idea that knowledge may be successfully
‘internalised’ without any engagement in social practice as learning is seen as a by-product of
participation in CoPs (Lave & Wenger 1991, p. 35). Lave and Wenger’s pioneering work on
this topic defines a CoP as a ‘set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over time
and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities of practice’ (1991, p. 98).
Through collaborating in shared practices, people become mutually engaged in a joint
enterprise and develop a shared repertoire of cultural resources – they come to see the world
through a particular lens (Wenger 1998). CoP members can thus share knowledge without an
explicit articulation of the tacit dimension of knowledge, which is embedded in the shared
context of practice. Conversely, in the absence of shared practices, knowledge is hard to
transfer. ‘It [specialised knowledge] becomes “sticky” and therefore dramatically tests the
absorptive capacity of the receiver’ (Holden 2001, p. 159).

In the context of the global workplace, the ‘stickiness’ of knowledge constitutes particular
issues when knowledge is shared across functions, national and regional offices, or
organisations (Gherardi & Nicolini 2002; Heizmann 2011, 2012; Sole & Edmondson 2002).
Interactions across such ‘cultural spheres’ (Schneider & Barsoux 2004) or boundaries tend to
be characterised by different identities, epistemic assumptions and world-views (Brown &
Duguid 1998, 2001; Carlile 2002, 2004).

Multiple cultures and cross-boundary knowledge sharing
The multiple cultures perspective emanates from an understanding of culture as a
characteristic of all forms of collectives, including for instance the cultures of specific
professional, industrial, ethnic, or gender groups (Sackmann 1997). Organisations are seen as
complex settings in which many cultural ‘spheres’ (Schneider & Barsoux 2004) may co-exist
at the same time. Cross-boundary contact, from this perspective, involves the negotiation of
meaning between different, sometimes competing and contesting values and beliefs, existing
within different knowledge traditions and formations (Foucault 1972). As such, the cultural
interface is a space which involves both the potential for cross-cultural synergy and conflict.
In Nakata’s words, as much as the cultural interface is
overlaid by various theories, narratives, and arguments that work to produce ...
consensual, and co-operative social practices, it is also a space that abounds
with contradictions, ambiguities, conflict and contestation of meanings (Nakata
2007, p. 199)
4
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One approach that can help to overcome the difficulties of collaboration across cultural
spheres is the active involvement of boundary spanners who develop the social relationships
between people from different communities of practice (Hislop 2009, p. 195). Such
individuals need to understand the specialist domains of both communities and be trusted by
its members in order to be able to assume the role of a knowledge broker or translator (Brown
& Duguid 1998).

Paul Carlile's work (2002, 2004) has been seminal in providing a theoretical framework for
boundary spanning knowledge (sharing) practices. His empirical studies focus on knowledge
sharing across organisational functional boundaries in the context of new product
development. Based on an ethnographic study of four different units (sales/marketing; design
engineering; manufacturing engineering; and production), Carlile was able to show that
knowledge is structured and interpreted differently in different organisational areas. Of
particular interest to this paper is his distinction between semantic and pragmatic boundaries.
At a semantic boundary, knowledge sharing can be challenging as actors interpret the same
knowledge differently. They will thus need to develop a mutual understanding of these
interpretive differences – a process which boundary spanners can promote through the
‘translation’ of meaning. However, knowledge sharing becomes even more complex when
actors do not only encounter different interpretations but also different interests that are ‘at
stake’ (Carlile 2004, p. 559). Carlile describes such boundaries as pragmatic boundaries
which require one party to change and/or adapt their knowledge (‘transformation’). As we
shall see in the study, boundary spanners can transform domain-specific knowledge by
reframing it in the interests of target audiences.

The Study
Data and methods
The findings presented in this paper are drawn from an inductive case study (Yin 2009)
which sought to explore knowledge sharing issues and enablers in a global insurance
corporation with a particular focus on cultural interfaces. The study involved 17 semistructured, in-depth interviews with a group of in-house consultants in the area of Human
Resources Business Partnering (HRBP), Learning and Development (L&D), and
Communications (Comms). This community of practitioners was considered particularly
interesting for the purposes of the study since a large part of their work involved interacting
Cosmopolitan Civil Societies Journal, Vol.7, No.1, 2015
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across functional, regional, or national boundaries. Functionally, the consultants operated as
part of the organisation’s Human Resources (HR) group. Their tasks ranged from delivering
staff induction seminars on corporate culture, planning and implementing leadership
development, talent management, and workforce planning, to consulting specific business
units on HR and communication matters. According to strategic documents, the joint purpose
of these practitioners constituted the transformation of the organisation into a ‘high
performance organisation’. Starting with an initial group of five consultants who collaborated
closely with each other, further participants were selected drawing on the participants’ strong
informal practice-related contacts through a snowball sampling method (Minichiello 1990).
This sampling approach was considered particularly useful in order to identify a community
of practitioners that was interconnected through their joint engagement in shared domain of
practice (Wenger 1998).

All of the interviews were digitally recorded and lasted, on average, 60-90min. Interview
studies have been criticised for eliciting mainly opinions rather than giving insight into
behaviours (Kvale 1996, p. 292). The interviews therefore were guided by an approach that
focuses on the participants’ experiences of everyday work incidences, starting with
descriptions of actual behaviours and, thereafter, exploring more closely the participants’
interpretations of the situation (Sundin 2001) and what they saw as important in enabling
successful knowledge sharing relationships. In addition, the study involved observation of
meetings and staff induction workshops and sourcing of organisational documents to inform
the interviews. The data were analysed with a critical-interpretive approach to discourse
analysis (Heracleous 2004; Phillips & Hardy 2002) and guided by the question of what
discourse(s) dominated the participants’ speech in the context of different knowledge sharing
relations. To illustrate how the consultants’ knowledge (sharing) practices were connected to
power relations, I focus on two knowledge sharing relationships: (1) with staff in the
company’s Pacific Island operations and (2) with line managers in various Australian
business units. One limitation of the study was that it did not include the voices of the
respective co-workers (e.g. line managers and Pacific Island co-workers). Therefore, an
assessment of the impact of the consultants’ knowledge (sharing) strategies from their
counterparts’ perspective, i.e. whether they generated counter-narratives and resistance or
compliance, did not form part of the analysis.

6
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Findings
The participants offered many examples that highlighted the difficulties of sharing
knowledge when common frames of reference existed only partially or not at all. However,
what became particularly evident was the presence of two differing discourses in the
participants’ accounts:
•

a discourse around the need for corporate standards that was prominent when
consultants spoke about their interactions with staff in the Pacific Island operations
and

•

a discourse of cultural adjustment that featured heavily when consultants spoke about
their interactions with line managers of various business units in the Australian
operations.

The ‘corporate standards’ discourse
One example of the corporate standards discourse could be seen when a consultant explained
the difficulties of implementing HRM (Human Resource Management) policies in a
subsidiary in Papua New Guinea to ensure regular office hours. According to the participant,
discussing this type of information with local staff was a particularly challenging part of their
role:
Sometimes you’ve got to deal with talking to someone about being always late,
or taking additional time off over lunch. …Some of them just, you know they
don’t realise that they’ve got to be in an office by a certain time. …it’s
challenging to see that because here we are in Australia where we need to get to
work on time, we’ve got an hour for lunch.

What is evident in this particular statement is a positioning of ‘us’ and ‘them’ where the
behaviour of local staff (‘them’) is constructed as deviant from the standards set by the
Australian head office operations. Another consultant related how working with staff in the
Pacific Islands frequently required raising issues around dress code.
People turn up with sort of shorts and thongs because that’s the culture over
there, but it’s not the company culture. So we have to sometimes reinforce what
the company culture is and make sure that that sort of overrides the local culture,
because the local culture is that you would turn up to work in shorts and thongs
and a t-shirt.

Discursive claims such as ‘we have to…reinforce’ and ‘they don’t realise’ were statements
Cosmopolitan Civil Societies Journal, Vol.7, No.1, 2015
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that attributed less power and authority to the cultural ‘other’. In both examples, the
construct of a homogenous company culture (shaped by head office standards) was drawn
upon in legitimating the ‘overriding’ of local cultural practices.

When asked how they dealt with the tensions arising from efforts to establish corporate standards,
participants highlighted the need to communicate messages in ways that they felt were sensitive to
language barriers (‘I did a lot of “so, what I’m hearing you say is”, “can I just check my
understanding”?’) and cultural differences (‘We ended up sending out a bulk email with
information about the dress code, because even though we knew who they were, you shouldn’t
single people out over there.’) These examples showed an awareness of the complexities of
interacting across cultural spheres and an adjustment in communication style. However, at the same
time, this did not alter the prevailing influence of the corporate standards discourse in the
consultants’ speech with its hegemonic power effects on local staff.

The ‘cultural adjustment’ discourse
An important part of the participants’ role was working with line managers across a number
of business units of the Australian operations (e.g. IT, Finance, various insurance divisions)
and supporting the implementation of a range of HRM practices (e.g. talent management,
performance development, and engagement surveys). This involved working at the cultural
interface of a number of professional and/or functional cultural spheres which were not
always easily reconciled.
We might as well be speaking Dutch to these guys [IT]. You know, they don’t
understand necessarily that language and the need for that change... And if you
reverse that it would be the same. … If someone from IT talks to me about what
they do it’s “bla bla bla”, that’s all I hear is “bla bla bla”.

The discourse that dominated the participants’ speech when discussing their interactions with
line managers could be characterised as a discourse of cultural adjustment. Contrary to the
corporate standards discourse, the main emphasis was here on positioning themselves as
‘partners’ of management and ‘influencing’ line managers to accept HRM practices.
We set ourselves up as partners to work with the business and the key part of
our role is to drive cultural change, help the business to manage their people
better and get most out of their people.
And I guess as we aspire to become a High Performing organisation, do it
through building relationships and influencing, rather than being enforcing.
8
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For instance, one participant explained how sharing knowledge was becoming increasingly
challenging when interacting with line managers in other business units who were unfamiliar
with, and perhaps less receptive to the HR ‘philosophy’.
Within that world [of HR] we’re pretty well connected now, and we have a
fairly good understanding of what each different area is doing and what the key
projects are … we know the philosophy behind it. … As you get further away
from that circle of HR, there’s less understanding of that. And so you have to do
a lot more of that filling in of the why [emphasis added] and the process stuff
about how we’re doing it.

The participant’s account highlights the need to explain, and more importantly, ‘justify’ HR
initiatives when working with line managers – rendering the translation of knowledge into a
matter of framing knowledge in the interests of the clients’ perspectives. ‘You’d wanna put it
in their language if you can. So if you’re trying to sell an idea you sell it through the business
impact for example.’ In a similar vein, a communications consultant related how he would
always give written communications about a change project with the IT department to an IT
practitioner for proof-reading. This was because he had realised that the IT group had their
own way of verifying the ‘veracity of information’ which involved a thorough scrutinising of
texts for everything which sounded like ‘fluffy’ HR talk. Asking for feedback was thus not
simply a way of seeking input but also a mechanism of social legitimation. As credibility did
not exist at the outset, it had to be established in a two-way process with people from within
the IT community: ‘I’ve learned that you must have a foot in either camp, if you’re going to
share knowledge.’ What is evident in the previous examples is the consultants’ intensified
need for adapting knowledge (sharing) practices in a context where the authority of
knowledge may be challenged. In contrast with their accounts of working with Pacific Island
staff (characterised by efforts to assert dominance), the consultants’ discourse manifested a
struggle for equal partnership in their relations with line managers.

Discussion
The purpose of this paper was to examine the link between the knowledge (sharing) practices
of boundary spanners at cultural interfaces and power relations. The discourse analytic focus
on boundary spanners’ interpretations of their knowledge sharing relations revealed three
important issues.
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Firstly, knowledge sharing at cultural interfaces is never a ‘power-free’ process as its
participants operate in a broader socio-cultural and political context that shapes their
discursive practices. As became evident in the findings, the consultants’ prevailing discourse
shifted depending on the cultural interface at which their boundary work was enacted: from a
‘corporate standards’ discourse that gave authority to cultural norms constructed by head
office and positioned Pacific Island co-workers as the ‘other’ (Hall 2003); to a ‘cultural
adjustment’ discourse that constructed a collective identity of partnership between
consultants and line managers with the purpose of influencing line managers to adopt HRM
practices. Intertwined with their discursive practices, the consultants’ knowledge sharing
practices shifted as well: from ‘translating’ practices (Carlile 2004) such as paraphrasing
information, checking understanding among local staff and sending out explanatory emails
about cultural norms; to ‘transformational’ (Carlile 2004) practices such as adapting to their
counterparts’ (i.e. line managers’) language and belief system, seeking to understand their
needs in dialogue and using the received feedback to legitimate HRM knowledge. What
becomes apparent is the following: how knowledge is shared and received in a cross-cultural
boundary situation depends on processes of intersubjective validation among the parties who
may switch flexibly between the discursive repertoires of different cultural spheres to
legitimate their actions.

Secondly, the discursive practices at cultural interfaces are linked to immediate power effects
for the subjects involved. As could be seen in the study’s findings, the discursive shift from
‘enforcing’ to ‘influencing’ at the two cultural interfaces signalled (and reinforced) a shift in
power relations and discursive positions among the consultants and their counterparts. In the
case of working with staff in the Pacific Islands, the consultants attributed deviant behavior to
ethnicity, engaging in a process of ‘othering’ (Hall 1997). In doing so, the consultants
embodied (and relied on) the authority of a head office discourse which rendered the truth
claims of local staff less powerful. Intra-organisational, geo-centric differences translated into
power dynamics or, as Yanow (2004, p. S22) puts it: ‘From the perspective of organizational
‘centres’, the further from the centre, the less power and status one is perceived to have and
the less legitimacy is accorded to one’s knowledge.’ In the case of collaborating with line
managers in various departments and occupational specialisations, the consultants’ vantage
point was a different one. Their focus was on influencing line managers to adopt HRM
(rather than enforcing these practices), yet they also had to contend with line managers’
resistance and instances in which the credibility of HRM knowledge came to be contested.
10
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This dynamic is perhaps best understood in the broader context of the precarious standing of
HR professionals in relation to line managers highlighted in the HRM literature (Legge 1995;
Wright 2008).

Finally, the study’s findings highlight how the shift from practices of translation to practices
of transformation (Carlile 2004) and its associated power dynamics have implications for the
very nature of communities of practice. While the community of in-house consultants and
their knowledge (sharing) practices could be seen as hegemonic in relation to Pacific Island
staff, their relation with line managers was characterised by a much stronger dependency,
given their need for managerial ‘buy-in’ in HRM. It is here that we can see the importance of
a critique of functional-managerialist conceptions of communities of practice that reify the
community, rather than recognising its relational character (Østerlund & Carlile 2005). As
Gherardi has noted, community and its boundaries should not be presupposed, but understood
and studied as an effect that is ‘realised through the discursive practices of its members’
(Gherardi 2006, p. 110). The role of boundary spanners in this context has been overlooked
and thus, drawing from the study’s insights, it is suggested that future research pay more
attention to the ways in which the knowledge practices of boundary spanners bring about a
particular fabric of interdependencies between communities, discursive positions and
practices.

Broader implications
The consultants’ relations with Pacific Island staff did not appear to ‘scale up’ to the kind of
meaningful connections envisaged from a perspective of everyday cosmopolitanism (Onyx et
al. 2011) and it is hard to imagine how this would be realised within the constraints of
hegemonic discourse. Boundary spanners need to build trust with their counterparts (Brown
& Duguid 1998) and this requires an interest in learning about cultural differences and a
willingness to negotiate them in regular and sustained dialogic interactions (Isaacs 1999). In
the case of the consultants’ boundary work with line managers the consultants displayed a
willingness to engage and transform knowledge, yet these efforts were not always
reciprocated by their clients. As a result, the consultants’ boundary work became
predominantly about the legitimation of the HRM project (Mueller & Carter 2005), rather
than about realising more genuine forms of mutual engagement.
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While these power dynamics were prominent in the case organisation, they are not confined
to the private sector. In spite of the participatory philosophy that commonly underpins crosscultural partnerships in the third sector, in practice, these are often undermined by
perceptions of power and status differences that hinder two-way knowledge sharing and
learning (Girgis 2007; Mansell 2010; Powell 2006). For instance, capacity development
projects in developing countries require Western actors and their local counterparts to bridge
existing power differentials (Heizmann, Fee, and Gray 2014). By using practice-based and
discursive perspectives, future research in this area could go much further in exposing such
power effects. Unpacking the discursive and socio-material practices in which people engage
when working at cultural interfaces can be the starting point for social action, by (1)
rendering visible the power relations and effects in which actors are involved, and (2)
bolstering voices that have received limited legitimacy up to this point. On a more pragmatic
level, such research could help uncover the boundary spanning strategies that actors draw
upon to counter perceived power differentials and build more mutually engaged forms of
collaboration.

Conclusion
The findings presented in this paper were gained through a qualitative methodology, which
seeks to enrich and widen the body of in-depth contextual knowledge on a particular topic,
rather than claiming statistical generalisability in and of itself (Kvale 1996, p. 289). As such,
the links highlighted in this paper between the knowledge (sharing) practices of boundary
spanners at cultural interfaces and power relations may offer impulses for the analysis of
boundary work in a range of culturally complex spaces (e.g. aid & development work, social
movements, inter-organisational collaborations). What has become evident in the provided
examples is that, when people cross cultural spheres, their collaboration efforts are situated
within a discursively and politically shaped environment in which they cannot help but
participate; indeed, it is the participants’ narratives and discursive positioning that bring
about particular forms of collaboration or non-collaboration, inclusion and exclusion (Hardy,
Lawrence & Grant 2005; Hardy & Phillips 1999). Therefore, to reach more meaningful forms
of cross-cultural interaction, participants need to engage openly with the discourses of their
counterparts as well as be sensitive to the power effects of their own discursive practices.

12
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